A thin-film transistor based acetylcholine sensor using self-assembled carbon nanotubes and SiO₂ nanoparticles
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1. Introduction

Acetylcholine (ACh) is one of the most important neurotransmitters in human nervous systems. It is involved in many nervous activities including learning, attention, memory, and muscle contraction. The dysfunctional ACh regulation in the brain causes a number of neuropsychiatric disorders such as Parkinson disease, Alzheimer disease, and myasthenia gravis. Therefore, there has been growing interest in the development of accurate sensing methods to measure ACh concentration [1–3]. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) method on microdialysis samples is a widely used technique for ACh measurement [4]. It is a high-resolution approach but the system setup is very expensive. A promising alternative approach is to use microscale devices because of their low cost and miniaturized size. Most microsensors use immobilized acetylcholinesterase (AChE) enzyme as the sensing material. The measurement of the ACh concentration is based on the hydrolysis process of ACh catalyzed by the AChE. The AChE-based microsensors have also been used to detect ACh inhibitors such as pesticides [5]. Common microsensors that have been developed for ACh sensing include amperometric devices [6], potentiometric electrodes [7], luminescent detectors [8], and ion-sensitive field-effect transistors (ISFETs) [9]. Among these devices, ISFET biosensors are standalone devices; they are robust and can operate in harsh conditions with wide temperature and pH ranges [10,11]. It is expected that the ISFET-based devices will continue to provide high-performance sensors and systems in the future.

However, most reported ISFET sensors are fabricated on bulk silicon (Si) substrates because the basic ISFET design evolves from the traditional metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) structure. Even though these ISFETs demonstrate higher performance and wider applicability than most electrochemical sensors, their sensitivities are restricted by the planar structures: the accumulation or depletion of charge carriers only occurs in the surface region of the device. In contrast, the design and development of novel field-effect sensors using nanomaterials, especially carbon nanotubes and nanowires, provide an effective approach to overcome the limitations of the Si planar structures because of the scale and morphology of the nanomaterials [12]. Nanomaterial-based electronic devices have proven to be a powerful class of high-performance sensors.

Recently, we reported a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) thin-film biosensor [13]. It demonstrates a high resolution, defined
as the lowest measurable chemical concentration, of 100 pM for ACh sensing. The two-terminal resistor-like structure simplifies the fabrication and measurement procedures. However, the current shift range is small; the characterized sensitivity of the sensor is 7.2 μA/decade. Our group has also developed ISFET-based ACh sensors using novel materials. Y. Liu et al investigated the ISFET technology by using low-cost materials including polyaniline (PANI) and indium oxide (In2O3) nanoparticles [14,15]. The ISFET sensors demonstrate promising results for ACh sensing. However, these materials have low conductivities, which restrict the sensitivities of the fabricated sensors. The measured sensitivities for the PANI and In2O3 nanoparticles ISFETs are 1.4 and 12.4 μA/decade, respectively.

In order to further investigate the potential of nanomaterial-based microsensors, we modify the device design and develop a high-sensitivity ISFET ACh sensor using SWNTs and silicon dioxide (SiO2) nanoparticles. The sensor is based on an SWNT thin-film transistor (TFT) structure. The SWNTs are layer-by-layer (Lbl) self-assembled on the Si substrate as the semiconducting film; SiO2 nanoparticles are coated as the dielectric film; and AChE enzyme molecules are immobilized on the surface as the sensing film. Compared with the PANI and In2O3 nanoparticles, the SWNTs have a much higher conductivity, which provides the ISFET with an enhanced working current. The current variation caused by the target analytes with difference concentrations is increased as well. The SWNT ISFET demonstrates a high sensitivity of 378.2 μA/decade. In addition, the sensor shows promising performance for ACh sensing in terms of resolution and response time. The structure, fabrication, and characterization of the SWNT ISFET sensor are described and discussed in this paper.

2. Experiments

All the chemicals used in the experiments were commercially available. They were diluted with deionized water to obtain optimum concentrations. The pristine SWNTs (powder, 1.1 nm in diameter, 50 μm in length, density of 2.1 g/cm³, purity >90%, purchased from Chengdu Organic Chemical Co. Ltd.) were treated with a mixture of 1:3 HNO3:H2SO4 acids at 110 °C for 45 min to increase the solubility in water. The final concentration of the SWNT dispersion was 1 mg/ml. The SiO2 nanoparticle dispersion (colloidal silica, 45 nm in diameter, from Nissan Chemical Industries Ltd.) was diluted to 40 mg/ml. AChE and ACh were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The AChE was diluted to 10 mg/ml. NaCl (0.1 mM) was added to the AChE solution for ionic strength enhancement. The ACh was diluted with deionized water to various concentrations, from 1 pM to 10 mM, for measurements. The SWNTs and SiO2 nanoparticles are negatively charged materials and the AChE is a positively charged enzyme. Two polyelectrolytes (both from Sigma-Aldrich), poly(dimethyldiallylammonium chloride) (PDDA, polycation, molecular weight 200,000–350,000, concentration 15 mg/ml) and poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS, polyanion, molecular weight 70,000, concentration 3 mg/ml), were used as the electrostatic “glue” in the LbL self-assembly process to form stable and strong multilayer films. More detailed information about the material preparation can be found in our previous reports [13,16].

The device design of the SWNT ISFET was based on our previously reported high-mobility thin-film transistor [17], as shown in Fig. 1. The device was fabricated on a Si/SiO2 substrate. Au was used as the source/drain electrode material. The gate electrode was an Ag/AgCl probe instead of a metal layer directly deposited on the device surface. Three multilayer films were coated on the substrate: SWNTs, SiO2 nanoparticles, and AChE enzyme molecules were used as the semiconducting, dielectric, and sensing materials, respectively. The immobilized AChE enzyme can hydrolyze ACh into choline and acetic acid, and release hydrogen ions (H+) to the solution.

The device fabrication combined the “bottom-up” Lbl self-assembly and the “top-down” microfabrication techniques. The fabrication procedure of the ISFET started with electron-beam evaporation of Cr/Au (100/200 nm) layers on a Si/SiO2 substrate. The metal layers were patterned as electrode pads. The distance between the pads, or the channel length of the semiconducting film, was 5 μm. The channel width was 1 mm. The substrate was then alternatively immersed in aqueous solutions with controlled time periods for the Lbl self-assembly process. First, a (PDDA/PSS)2 multilayer was deposited on the substrate as the precursor layer, which can enhance the subsequent adsorption of SWNTs and nanoparticles. The coating sequence of the precursor layer was [PDDA (10 min) + PSS (10 min)]2. Next, three multilayer films, in a chronological sequence of (PDDA/SWNT)5, (PDDA/SiO2 nanoparticles)6, and (PSS/AChE)3 multilayers, were self-assembled on the substrate. To obtain uniformly deposited films with good surface coverage, the assembly processes of the three materials were monitored using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) [18]. The assembly time periods for SWNTs, SiO2 nanoparticles, and AChE molecules were 15, 4, and 15 min, respectively. The QCM characterization showed that the effective thicknesses of the three multilayers were 38, 180, and 27.6 nm, respectively. As a result, the film on the surface was composed of (PDDA/PSS)2 + (PDDA/SWNT)5 + (PDDA/SiO2 nanoparticles)6 + (PSS/AChE)3. Before the Lbl self-assembly process, a photoresist layer was patterned as sacrificial structures to protect the electrode pads. The sacrificial photoresist was removed by acetone using the lift-off technique.

![Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of an SWNT thin-film transistor based ACh sensor. The enlarged area demonstrates the model structure of the layer-by-layer self-assembled multilayers.](Image)
after the self-assembly process. The electrode pads were therefore exposed.

The self-assembled multilayers were inspected by a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Five (PDDA/SWNT) bilayers completely cover the substrate and form a dense network, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The SWNTs are tangled together and randomly deposited on the surface. Fig. 2(b) shows the top view of the (PDDA/SiO2)6 multilayer film. Fig. 2(c) illustrates the same sample after a (PDDA)(PSS/AChE)3 multilayer film is assembled on the surface. The SiO2 nanoparticles are still visible in this image. The reason is that the thickness of the AChE film is only 27.6 nm, which is much smaller than the diameter of the SiO2 nanoparticles. The top (PSS/AChE)3 sensing film cannot fully cover the nanoparticles and smoothen the surface. However, it can “passivate” the nanoparticles and provide a protection coat for the device. Fig. 2(d) shows the cross-sectional image of the assembled thin film, which consists of a SWNT multilayer and a SiO2 nanoparticle multilayer. The SWNTs and SiO2 nanoparticles are closely packed in the film.

The ISFET sensor was characterized using an HP 4156A semiconductor parameter analyzer. During the measurement, the ISFET was partially dipped in the ACh solution (volume of 500 µl). The channel area was completely immersed in the solution and the elongated electrode pads remained exposed in the air. The source electrode was connected to ground (GND) and the drain electrode was applied with an external voltage $V_D$. The Ag/AgCl probe, used as the gate reference electrode, was also immersed in the ACh solution and approximately 5 mm away from the channel. The probe was applied with a gate voltage $V_G$. All the measurements were done at room temperature.

3. Results and discussion

The SWNT is first measured for the functionality, i.e., the field-effect, in a 10 mM ACh solution. The output characteristics of the SWNT ISFET are shown in Fig. 3(a). The device shows an explicit field effect and typical p-type transistor characteristics. The gate and drain voltages $V_G$ and $V_D$ are negative; $V_G$ is swept from $-2$ to 0 V with a 0.4 V step and $V_D$ is swept from 0 to $-1$ V with a $-20$ mV step. A higher $|V_G|$ results in a higher drain current $|I_D|$. The gate transfer characteristics of the same device are shown in Fig. 3(b). $V_D$ is fixed at $-1$ V and $V_G$ is swept from 0 to $-2$ V with a $-10$ mV step. The threshold voltage $V_{TH} = -0.25$ V is obtained from the figure by linearly extrapolating the gate transfer curve to the x-axis. Based on the traditional MOSFET theory [19], the hole mobility of the SWNT ISFET in the saturation region is calculated as $\mu_p = 80.32$ cm²/Vs.

However, a leakage current from the semiconducting layer to the gate reference electrode is observed for the ISFET sensor, as shown in Fig. 4. One important reason for this current to occur is the formation of the dielectric film, which consists of PDDA and SiO2 nanoparticles. In the solution, the PDDA polyelectrolytes expand and induce charge transfer within the dielectric film. The holes in the semiconducting channel can move inside the dielectric film and then to the electrode through the expanded polyelectrolytes. The leakage current is one of the major differences between our self-assembled nanotube/nanoparticle ISFET sensor and the conventional Si-based devices. It brings uncertainties to the device performance and its influences should be eliminated for sensor calibration. Further investigation will be conducted to solve the problem. One potential solution to reduce the leakage current is to use plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) instead of the LbL self-assembly in dielectric layer deposition. The PECVD technique can grow a dense and highly insulating SiO2 film; however, it increases the fabrication cost at the same time.

After verifying the field-effect functionality, the SWNT ISFET is measured for its sensing ability towards ACh. The device is immersed in ACh solutions with various concentrations and the drain current $I_D$ is recorded by the semiconductor analyzer. $V_G$ is set as $-2$ V so that the device operates in the saturation region. $V_D$
Fig. 3. (a) Drain current-voltage characteristics of an SWNT ISFET in a 10 mM ACh solution. (b) Gate characteristics of the same device at the saturation region.

Fig. 4. Gate leakage current with respect to gate voltage. Drain voltage $V_D$ is fixed at 0 V.

Fig. 5. Drain current-voltage curves of an SWNT ISFET in different ACh solutions.

Fig. 6. ACh response of an SWNT ISFET with (a) $V_G = -2$ V and (b) $V_G = 0$ V. $V_D = -1$ V for both curves.

is scanned from 0 to $-1$ V with a $-10$ mV step. Fig. 5 shows the recorded drain current at various ACh concentrations. At higher concentrations from 10 $\mu$M to 10 mM, the differences between the curves are distinct. However, at lower concentrations from 1 pM to 1 $\mu$M, the curves are very close and hard to be distinguished from one another. Therefore, the currents at $V_D = -1$ V and $V_G = -2$ V are extracted from Fig. 5 and plotted as a function of the ACh concentration in Fig. 6(a). The main figure demonstrates the response of the ISFET sensor over the full ACh concentration range. The curve stays relatively flat in the low concentration range up to 1 $\mu$M. At higher concentrations, from 10 $\mu$M to 10 mM, a dramatic increase is observed and the curve within this range is linear. The sensitivity of this sensor equals to the slope of the linear region and it is measured as 378.2 $\mu$A/decade. Compared with the SWNT thin-film ACh sensor (sensitivity: 7.2 $\mu$A/decade) [13], the sensitivity of the ISFET sensor
is 52.53 times higher. Although the current-concentration curve in the low ACh range appears flat, the magnified view shows a slight current increase, as shown in the inset of Fig. 6(a). In the range of 1 pM–1 nM, the current is approximately 160 μA with negligible variations. When the ACh concentration is increased from 10 nM to 10 μM, the current shows a nonlinear increase. Therefore, the resolution of the ISFET sensor is determined to be 10 nM. Compared with the previously developed In2O3 nanoparticle ACh sensor (resolution: 100 nM; sensitivity: 12.4 μA/decade) [15], the SWNT ISFET sensor shows higher performance in terms of both resolution and sensitivity. Because the two devices have similar structures and identical dielectric layers, it is likely the performance is primarily determined by the semiconducting material. However, when compared with the SWNT thin-film ACh sensor (resolution: 100 pM, linear range: 100 pM–10 mM) [13], the ISFET sensor shows reduced resolution and linearity. Further research is in progress in order to increase the device resolution while maintaining its high sensitivity.

Fig. 6(b) illustrates the current change of the same device when it is applied with a different gate voltage $V_G = 0$ V. The current remains relatively constant at lower ACh concentrations up to 100 nM and then increases at higher concentrations from 1 μM to 10 mM. The sensitivity of the device in the high concentration range is approximately 16.6 μA/decade. Compared with the device at $V_G = −2$ V (resolution: 10 nM; sensitivity: 378.2 μA/decade), the performance of the device at $V_G = 0$ V is much lower. The linearity of the characteristic curve is also decreased. Therefore, the gate voltage $V_G$ has high influences on the performance of the ISFET ACh sensor.

When the device is exposed to ACh, the released hydrogen ions from the ACh hydrolysis add a bias voltage $V_B$ between the gate and source electrodes. The actual gate voltage applied on the ISFET is therefore changed by $V_B$. If there is no other external voltage applied on the reference electrode, the gate voltage equals to the bias voltage. The hydrolysis of ACh determines the magnitude and changing rate of $V_B$. Therefore, the response time of the device can be estimated by measuring the bias voltage. Fig. 7(a) shows the real-time response of an ISFET to ACh solution recorded by a data acquisition system. The measurement starts by immersing the device in 500 μl deionized water. ACh solutions with various concentrations (500 μl for each concentration) are injected to the bulk solution using a pipette. The voltage remains relatively constant when 1 nM and 1 μM ACh solutions are injected. However, when 1 mM and 10 mM ACh solutions are injected, the voltage increases dramatically. An expanded view of the voltage response is shown in Fig. 7(b). When the 1 mM ACh solution is injected at the 480th sec, the voltage shows a small decrease first and a sharp increase afterwards. The decrease is caused by the manual injection of the solution and the increase is caused by the released hydrogen ions from the enzymatic reaction. The bias voltage reaches a steady state in 15 s and is approximately 17 mV. However, due to the concentration difference between the injected solution and the bulk solution, the hydrogen ions continue to diffuse until the bulk solution reaches an equilibrium condition. Therefore, a continuous decrease of the voltage is observed.

Compared with the SWNT thin-film sensor (response time: 6 s) [13], the ISFET has a longer response time. The difference is mainly caused by the diffusion distance of the hydrogen ions. For the thin-film sensor, the hydrogen ions penetrate inside the SWNT film and change its conductance. The diffusion time is limited by the thickness of the surface ACh sensing layer. For the ISFET sensor, the hydrogen ions diffuse to the bulk solution until a steady state is reached between the AChE sensing layer and the gate reference electrode. The diffusion distance is in the range of 5 mm, which is much longer than that of the thin-film sensor. It is possible that the response time of the ISFET can be reduced by moving the Ag/AgCl probe closer to the sensing layer or integrating the gate electrode on the same substrate. In the latter case, the diffusion distance can be dramatically shortened to several micrometers.

To study the long-term stability, the sensor is characterized in a 10 mM ACh solution; the operational conditions are $V_C = −2$ V and $V_D = −1$ V for all the measurements. The sensor is first submerged in the ACh solution and the current is recorded by the HP 4156A analyzer. Next, it is naturally dried and stored in air at room temperature. The device is measured again under the same condition after 24 h. The measurement procedure is repeated for 9 consecutive days, as shown in Fig. 8. The device shows noticeable current changes after 3 days. The average current is recorded as 127 mA and the standard deviation is 0.11 mA. The long-term stability of this device is relatively lower than most Si-based ISFET sensors. The main reason is that the active components of the sensor are composite films. Even though the SWNTs and SiO2 nanoparticles are immobilized on the device and held together by the PDDA electrostatic “glue”, they are not as robust as the bulk Si and SiO2.

During the measurement, especially in the soaking and drying cycles, the assembled materials may slightly change their positions and directions. One possible method to solve the problem is to grow more densely assembled nanomaterial films on the device. Another solution is to coat an additional film on the surface to
and number of self-assembled layers. In addition, with the corresponding performance of the ISFET sensor can be further enhanced by optimizing the ISFET is a promising technique for ACh sensing. The performance and the sensitivity of the sensor. The characterization shows that it is a promising technique and shows high potential in sensing applications. As a matter of fact, a number of researchers shows that it is a promising technique and shows high potential in the near future.

Several groups have investigated the ISFET technology in ACh sensing applications. For example, I. Willner et al reported an enzyme monolayer-functionalized FET as an ACh sensor [9]. The sensitivity, resolution, and response time of the sensor are 44.2 mV/decade, 10 μM, and 30 s, respectively. S.-K. Hsiung et al reported an extended gate FET to detect ACh [20]. The device shows a sensitivity of 28 mV/decade in the concentration range of 1–2.5 mM. Most of these reported sensors are Si-based transistors with immobilized AChE monolayers as the sensing components. Compared with these devices, our sensor uses various nanomaterials as the active components. The Si wafer is only used as a support. The sensor shows relative higher or comparable performance in key parameters. Although the nanomaterial-based ISFET is still in the early stage of the development, our study shows that it is a promising technique and shows high potential in sensing applications. As a matter of fact, a number of researchers have already participated in the investigation of ISFET technology using nanomaterials [21]. We expect that the performance of these nanomaterial-based ISFET sensors can be dramatically increased in the near future.

4. Conclusion

We have successfully developed a high-sensitivity and low-cost ACh sensor using the SWNT thin-film transistor as a platform. The SWNTs, SiO₂ nanoparticles, and AChE enzyme molecules are deposited on the device as the semiconducting, dielectric, and sensing layers, respectively. The transistor is highly sensitive to the concentration change of hydrogen ions due to the ACh hydrolysis reaction. The gate voltage dramatically enhances the drain current and the sensitivity of the sensor. The characterization shows that the ISFET is a promising technique for ACh sensing. The performance of the ISFET sensor can be further enhanced by optimizing the design parameters such as channel dimensions and the number of self-assembled layers. In addition, with the corresponding enzymes assembled on the surface, the ISFET can be used as a platform for sensing many types of biomolecules.
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